
eCommerce Associate Manager at Stephanie Gottlieb

Salaried, Full-time
$64,500 - $80,000

New York, NY, USA

Who we are

Stephanie Gottlieb Fine Jewelry is a luxury jewelry, direct to consumer brand, inspired by the lifestyle of jewelry
designer, curator and stylist, Stephanie Gottlieb. Stephanie established her Fine Jewelry Collection and Bridal
Concierge service in 2013 to fill the void in the Bridal category, and to make the diamond education and
purchasing process a more accessible and seamless experience. Since then, with the pervasiveness of social
media, we have grown into a digitally-minded company, offering a full range of accessories from entry price point
fashion jewelry to bespoke bridal offerings. We distribute online and from our New York City showroom.

Our aim is to bring transparency and education to the historically opaque diamond industry and have a lot of fun
doing it! Our customers are primarily young women making their first important jewelry purchase or exploring
bridal jewelry for their future engagement ring. They grow with us from the bridal moment, through motherhood,
and into more important pieces later in their lives.

Having the right people is the key to our success and growth. We look for talented, goal-oriented professionals,
who are creative and entrepreneurial, thrive in a flexible and changing work environment and can adapt to
anything.

Roles & Responsibilities

The eCommerce Associate Manager will drive the website’s day to day operations, digital roadmap, and
execute the promotional strategy. Reporting into the Director of eCommerce & Digital Marketing, you will manage
our product assortment online. You are tech savvy and highly resourceful and creative in solving problems with a
strong sense of urgency to prioritize tasks and deliver on time. You are agile and flexible to handle ambiguity
professionally, including balancing operational efficiency and data analysis with various input from other
cross-functional teams.

Your functions will include:

● Own day to day operations and drive growth of the website

● Upload product to our ERP system for inventory tracking

https://stephaniegottlieb.com/


● Help define a product feature roadmap, manage the backlog and priorities with industry best practices to
drive incremental growth

● Maintain and prioritize the product backlog, including adding products to our backend website, gathering
necessary data and testing proper functionality

● Merchandise website’s collection pages; ensure all collections are up-to-date with marketing calendars
and sort products by relevance

● Organize products and image assets to support web development and/or marketing campaigns

● Look for ways to optimize the website via apps or development improvements

● Monitor web analytics and internal data sources

● Analyze site metrics and related data to identify opportunities to improve key performance and improve
the customer experience.

● Monitor site performance, traffic and conversion across all device types

● Respond to and troubleshoot all website issues

● Manage and troubleshoot site improving apps

● A/B test new marketing initiatives and apply key learnings

● Create and test promo codes to ensure seamless execution and customer experience at checkout

● Collaborate with the team on content ideation, promotion needs and inventory

Qualifications

● A top performer with 1-3 years experience in a D2C, eCommerce operational role

● Understanding of ecommerce site performance concepts such as CRO and traffic acquisition channels

● Deep understanding of back-end website functionality and its relationship with front-end

● Ability to interpret large amounts of data and make actionable conclusions

● Tech savvy and interested in learn more about platforms and systems; have knowledge of HTML

● UX/UI understanding with customer experience at the forefront

● Analytical and a problem solver

● An eCommerce retail tool aficionado, including Shopify, Klaviyo and CRM tools

● Experience with Netsuite or a comparable ERP

● Highly motivated, self-starter with excellent time management and prioritization skills

● Strong communication and writing skills

● Detail oriented



● Thrive in a hands-on, fast paced environment

Why Stephanie Gottlieb:

● We have a passionate team that loves what they do

● You will be an integral part of a leading brand disrupting the diamond and fine jewelry
industry

● Competitive salary and benefits

We are an equal opportunity employer and value diversity at our company. We do not discriminate on the basis of
race, religion, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, marital status, veteran status, or disability
status.

Please submit a Cover Letter and Resume to careers@stephaniegottlieb.com

mailto:careers@stephaniegottlieb.com

